2001 ford f150 spark plugs

Thank you Ford, your truck cost me a job, unable to go to work. If unable to drive will lose my
home over this, I drive to my job 38 miles one way. Came out after 20 min and started engine.
There was a loud explosion similar to backfire. Truck ran extremely rough, smell of fuel. Turns
out it had blown out 5 spark plug. Inspection of spark plugs replaced 5 weeks before showed
the plug threads intact. Repair shop confirmed that aluminum head had given way. Unable to
repair with helicoil, would need to pull engine and replace entire head. Only , miles on truck.
Multiple repair shops confirmed that this is "known problem with this model and year" Decided
to junk this. Design problem: use of aluminum head to save weight. I am done with Ford. Gave
them a fair chance for 23 years. No more Fords, no more American vehicles, its only Japanese
from here on out. Go whine to Congress for bailouts and protection from foreign and more
competent competition. Driving my F extended cab truck with ONLY 81, miles on it driving back
home and blew a plug. I was traveling about 50 mph. Yes, I'm over the hill and don't drive fast.
The truck has zero rust, zero accidents, and looks like new. No kidding. Had fords for years,
never had anything like this happen to one. For that matter, never had any other make of Ford
vehicle do this either. Most of my vehicles have low mileage. This is the first time I ever posted
on here. I was just trying to figure out what to do next. I have a farm operation with several
Fords of various years, going back to Ford, you have changed. Take some pictures of your
research and design department personnel and board of directors. Now you will have a picture
of the REAL problem. Tell you what I'm going to do: that's fine. I'm going to trade this marvel of
engineering in on anything but a Ford. I Average about one or two new trucks a year for our
farm. No, not a big buyer, just bought your products for decades over others. You and your
selfish share holders can go sit and get constipated on all your piles of money and bull poop. It
looks like Ford denies the problem and its not their fault. Then they want to put a band-aid on it.
Spark plugs blowing out of cylinder heads is not normal. It's poor engineering!!! Ford should be
held accountable!! There are thousands and thousands of complaints on this. Class action
lawsuit! Make Ford pay for this!! I replace the first motor and now I've had the second motor
blow a plug out. Different cylinder from the first. What the hell!!!? I'm not dogging it out, and I
take good care of my truck. I can't understand why no class action lawsuit. Look at the numbers
for this problem over multiple Ford models and motors. Did Ford pay someone off in the
government to look the other way??!! Very frustrated this is the second one to blow. Truck
started to act like a fuel problem at first. I had never heard of popping or blowing out spark
plugs before yesterday but it happened while I was driving and I was able to get it to the shop.
When I got home I found articles about this issue and it is troubling that it's something
happening with Ford trucks. Original owner of truck. Always maintained to last , miles. Used in
extreme conditions from desert heat to deg. Never knew very large problem existed. No longer
trust the truck and need to sell. Fords problem will cost me tens of thousands for another truck,
when my old would have lasted me another eight years if blowing spark plugs had not occurred.
While on our way up there, another plug blew out for the second time , stripping the threads in
the heads, causing it to be undrivable. It has happened a few times before, causing us to pay to
have it towed to a shop, and pay for repairs. Now that we are in our new home, we can't even
use our truck to get furniture or bring things home from our storage here. It really pisses me off,
and has turned what should be a wonderful thing, like moving into our new home, a major pain!
This has been very expensive to repair. Since Ford has been aware of the problem for years, a
fix should have been made available to owners of this type of truck. I'm looking to buy a kit to
repair next plug hole but see so many mixed reviews on which one to buy I don't want to spend
for a junk kit that works for a month ford should have a kit for sale cheap so you can fix yourself
if you can. Blew out plug 8 this time. First one, about 9 months ago, was Plug 7. Should fix this
one, too. Ford should fix these. Dad had replaced the spark plug with a helicoil before he gave
me the truck. I replaced the boot after the spark plug came loose and broke the previous one.
The helicoil and spark plug came out and broke the new boot that has only been replaced for 1
month. The world knows that this is a common problem with this vehicle and Ford ignores it.
Guess my next truck will be a Toyota. This is the 2nd 01 Harley I have had. The first one I did not
have any problems, however I only had it for about a year. My 2nd one has been nothing but
problems. I have had the spark plug blow out of the engine 4 times!!! Yes, I said 4 times. It is
always in 3 or 4 back passenger side. Last January it blew out while on vacation in FL. I was
sure that this would be the fix. I don't understand how Ford does not think this is a problem. I
have been a very loyal Ford customer for years, however after this experience I will not be
purchasing another Ford product! Own up Ford! What a piece of crap this truck is turning out to
be. I started driving Toyota's a long time ago but with the cost difference between an old Toyota
truck and a Ford and the fact that I used to own a T and could never get the AC fixed properly
because Toyota wanted a small fortune for the parts, I chose the F, and maybe I saw that
damned commercial too many times and actually started to think the trucks were "Built Ford

Tough". Anyway, I'm glad it doesn't require pulling the head but I'm ready for the endless
stream of stupid repairs to stop already. I only bought that truck to tow my damn boat and
barely drive the thing and I don't even drive it hard or abuse it in any way. These Ford engines
are one step forward and 2 steps backwards. You would think that something as simple as
keeping the spark plugs in place wouldn't be a problem, well think again. I did a quick search on
the internet to assess what I was looking at in terms of the extent of the problem and a search
on "Blown Spark Plug" turned up a page full of Ford hits. I didn't even type in the word Ford. I
am astounded that this is a common problem. I'll bet blowing a spark plug on any other brand of
truck or vehicle is nearly unheard of and only happens when the engine has been messed with. I
own a Toyota minivan and you know the damn thing just runs and never needs major engine
work and it has more miles than my Ford truck. So once again I'm forking over big bucks and
hoping the truck will just run a while longer without blowing up because at this point I can't
afford to do anything but keep it and pray. This particular problem has occurred twice. Once January - in the middle of nowhere I had no idea what it was but the tow truck driver knew
immediately! Truck started running rough this past month and was repaired before it blew out
another one. I'm checking around with other shops but I am beyond disgusted. I love this truck
and was planning to give it to my older daughter, but there's no way that I will entrust her safety
to this truck anymore while it has this engine. I have been a "Ford man" practically my whole
life, and I have a F in addition to the F The F is apparently better made and more dependable,
and my next truck might be a Dodge or GMC if Ford doesn't own up to this mess with the spark
plugs. I just couldn't stomach a Chevrolet, even though the GMC is from the same company. I
looked at new Fords, and the problems with my current truck and the cost of new ones has me
outraged. This is the first time this happened. And I had just got the truck out of the repair shop
for an unrelated repair. What i find significant about this is that it couldn't be detected by a
professional several hours before it blew out! When it did blow, it was the most awful sound I
have ever heard an engine make, I thought a belt must have broken and it was flopping around
under the hood. No way could it be driven. Had to use another AAA tow just to my house less
than 3 miles away. And wait an hour and half for the tow truck. The shop I use was already
closed for the day so I had to use another AAA tow back to the shop the next day. I was told this
is a common occurrence for this make and model???? I am no mechanic, however, my father
owned and operated a truck repair shop, towing business and then a full service auto wrecking
yard. As a result, I spent many hours at these places of business and drove an extensive variety
of vehicles he obtained throughout the years. So this is common??? Something is wrong here.
Here we go again. Spark plug blow out number 3. In less than two months. Different area this
time. This is not right. There is a design defect somewhere. This is not normal and I guess it's
time to dump the crappy ford. I have spent quite a bit of money on it it, buying it a year ago for
at , miles. I should have known. I've never had a ford make , When this happens, the vehicle is
not drivable. I'm sure the previous owner experienced this too. If you have a for-profit service,
contact us. Most Common Solutions: helicoil kit 25 reports not sure 16 reports redrill and
replace spark plug 7 reports replaced spark plug 4 reports ford says pull the engine and replace
the entire head 3 reports got same response from local auto mechanic. Find something helpful?
Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No
one has added a helpful site for this F problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Ford mechanic
Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk.
Send Comment Add Complaint. Comment Disabled Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not
what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Bad spark plugs can cause many
problems with your Ford F Bad spark plug symptoms may be subtle, or incredibly noticeable.
The basic design and task of the spark plug has changed little over the last years. That being
said, they still can go bad. The good news is, that if you do need replace them all, they are very
affordable. There are a lot of potential symptoms related to bad spark plugs in your F We always
recommend using an OBDII scanner to pull your trouble codes if you have a check ending light
on. It can really narrow your search down. It is also worth noting, that the symptoms of bad
spark plugs will be almost the same as any other bad part in the ignition process. This means
that something such as bad coil packs will produce the same results and feel as bad plugs. The
check engine light is one of the most common symptoms of bad spark plugs. More often than
not, your engines computer will be able to detect bad spark plugs in your F As you ask your F
for more power, the fuel and ignition systems respond. If acceleration has diminished, it should
be felt. The less cylinders that your engine has, the more that one cylinder not firing properly
will have. The less efficient the combustion of your engine, the more fuel is going to be wasted.
This leads to a decrease in fuel economy. When you take your vehicle in for a tune up due to
decreased fuel economy, checking the spark plugs and ignition system in general is going to be
one of the very first places that a mechanic is going to look at. Misfiring is the most common

symptom of bad spark plugs. All of the other symptoms are a result of the misfiring itself. The
real question is, what is causing the misfire? There are also non ignition related circumstances
that can cause a misfire. That would include lack of fuel pressure, bad fuel injectors, or even a
timing chain or belt that has jumped. Since there are so many reasons that a vehicle can misfire,
we recommend testing for trouble codes first. When a spark plug is misfiring, it is often most
pronounced at idle speed. This is because when the engine turns slower, it is easier to detec
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t. Be aware that almost all symptoms of a bad spark plug in your F could also be other issues
with the ignition system as well. On the left is a fouled spark plug. Check Engine Light The
check engine light is one of the most common symptoms of bad spark plugs. There are several
misfire related trouble codes. A random misfire means is that a misfire is detected, but the ECM
is not able to determine which one it is coming from, or the misfire is occurring randomly. For
example, P is for a misfire in cylinder 4 in the firing order. This makes diagnosing the misfire a
bit more straightforward. There are other misfire related codes as well. Accelerates Slower than
Normal As you ask your F for more power, the fuel and ignition systems respond. Fuel
Economy The less efficient the combustion of your engine, the more fuel is going to be wasted.
Misfire Misfiring is the most common symptom of bad spark plugs. Rough Idling When a spark
plug is misfiring, it is often most pronounced at idle speed.

